Background: Success of multiple-gene mutation tests by next-generation sequencing (NGS), associated with molecular targeting therapies for cancers, depending on the accuracy and consistency of interpreting variants. Here, we summarized reports from clinical laboratories for cases with non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) and discussed conflicting interpretations of somatic variants. Methods: Three mimetic DNA samples, containing six somatic mutations, were prepared based on three clinical case reports of NSCLC. Clinical reports and genetic testing questionnaires were collected from 67 laboratories enrolled in this investigation. Results: Thirty-four laboratories with correct variant results identified two variants, based on FDA approval of targeted drugs for the same tumor, consistently, with strong clinical significance, whereas the other variants were classified with conflicting interpretations. Discordant interpretations were reported for ERBB2 with three different classifications, including strong clinical significance (53.0%, 18/34), potential clinical significance (38.2%, 13/34), and unknown significance (8.8%, 3/34). In the variant therapeutic drug recommendation section, 32.4% of the laboratories (11/34) did not recommend all the available therapeutic drugs designated by the National Comprehensive Cancer Network (NCCN). In the remaining group of 33 laboratories with incorrect variant results, less correct classifications were acquired for the variants with strong clinical significance. Conclusions: Owing to numerous reasons, the interpretation of variants differed greatly, which might in turn lead to the inappropriate clinical care of patients with NSCLC. By analyzing the limitations of different databases used by laboratories, we integrated various types of databases with different levels of evidence to form a comprehensive and detailed variant interpretation pipeline, aiming to standardize the variant classification and provide accurate and sufficient therapeutic drug recommendation to clinicians for minimal-inappropriate therapeutic options.
Introduction
Tumor genotyping to identify actionable oncogenic driver mutations for targeted therapy has become increasingly important in the management of cancers [1] . In non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC), several somatic genomic targets are recommended in the National Comprehensive Cancer Network (NCCN) NSCLC guidelines for expanding targeted treatment options, such as for EGFR or ERBB2 Ivyspring International Publisher mutations, or ALK, ROS1, or RET fusions [2] . Rapid progress in molecular targeting therapies for NSCLC has boosted the development of multiple-gene mutation tests via next-generation sequencing (NGS), which can simultaneously screen all mutations relevant to the drugs currently available. At the same time, variants with other genetic alterations that are engaged in ongoing clinical trials or are of uncertain functional significance are also frequent, thus increasing challenges in interpreting variants [3] .
With hundreds of somatic variants observed, oncologists are trying to identify the clinical significance and the recommended drugs, based on the interpretation from different laboratories. Thus, the success of sequencing-based individual-targeted therapies depends on the accuracy and consistency of variant interpretations, which include variation classification, treatment recommendation, and prognostic or diagnostic implications. A somatic variant can be considered a biomarker, and the variants are classified into different tiers based on their clinical impacts [4] . Variation classification, based on the strength of evidence, is considered by the physicians in the decision-making process, and some clinical laboratories only report the variants of a high-level category with enough evidence of clinical impact [5] . However, accurate variant interpretation is challenging due to numerous influencing factors. First, different standardized systems for the classification of somatic variants have been set up, such as the SVC [6] , PHIAL [7] , and BWH/DFCI methods [8] , as well as a recent consensus classification system established by the Association for Molecular Pathology (AMP), American Society of Clinical Oncology (ASCO), and College of American Pathologists (CAP) [4] . Second, each public database or web-based tool has its own criteria for the collection and explanation of the clinical evidence and targeted therapy, which leads to different interpretations and various therapeutic options [9] . In total, the databases of somatic variant information could be divided into two groups [10] : variant catalogs, such as the Catalogue of Somatic Mutations In Cancer (COSMIC) [11] , or variant interpretive databases, such as ClinVar and My Cancer Genome, which deliver information on the effect of tumor variants on sensitivity to targeted therapeutics provided by expert contributors [10, 12] . Third, the laboratories have different decision support frameworks with various combinations of databases and different rules for annotations [5] .
Till date, NGS has been widely used in routine clinical care for patients with NSCLC. However, concordance for interpretation of somatic variants has not been achieved, especially for mutations not listed in FDA-approved indicators. Here, we summarized the clinical reports of NSCLC cases from 67 laboratories with the aims of describing the conflicting interpretation of somatic variants and explaining the possible reasons underlying the same. Our study indicated that the interpretation of the same mutation may differ greatly across laboratories, hence leading to incorrect clinical care of the patients with NSCLC.
Materials and Methods

Study Design
We selected three clinical case reports of NSCLC, retrieved from PubMed, which were associated with confirmed targeted therapies (Table S1 ) [13] [14] [15] . Three corresponding mimetic DNA samples, containing six reported variants, were prepared [16] . We defined the six variants as follows: type 1, variants and genes with associations based on FDA-approved drugs for the same tumor [EML4 exon 13- Samples were assigned to different laboratories, and detailed clinical information, identical to the case reports published, were also provided. These laboratories were required to submit their clinical reports and complete questionnaires on the somatic genomic alterations, the cancer-specific databases used, and the classification and interpretation of the detected variants. Somatic mutations were to be classified as per the following four tiers: variants of strong clinical significance (tier I), variants of potential clinical significance (tier II), variants of unknown significance (tier III), and variants that are benign or likely benign (tier IV). For each variant, classifications and drug recommendations, reported by the laboratories, were compared to determine concordance or discordance. Each variant was classified, and the drugs recommended by public databases were submitted by clinical laboratories to present the variability of evidence from public databases. For variants with more than two classifications, the submitted interpretation from each laboratory was compared to our reassessment result with the AMP-ASCO-CAP criteria, using the same public database combination, to determine whether some other factors caused the conflicting classifications. For statistical comparisons, the Mann-Whitney test and Fisher's exact probability test were used. All statistical tests were two-sided, and a P value of less than 0.05 was considered statistically significant.
Participant Enrollment
Initially, 101 participants were enrolled in this analysis; nine participants did not submit their results. Of the 41 laboratories reporting correct results and 51 laboratories reporting incorrect results, the ones that did not report all the expected variants (since the expected variant fell outside the specific detectable range) were excluded from the analysis. Consequently, data from 34 laboratories with correct variant results were analyzed in this study ( Figure  1A ). To present the interpretation of laboratories in the real-world setting, the variant classification and therapeutic recommendation from the remaining 33 laboratories with incorrect variant results were also summarized.
Results
Databases Used by the 34 Laboratories with Correct Variant Results
Overall, 34 participants were considered eligible for this analysis, including six hospital or clinical laboratories (17.6%) and 28 commercial laboratories (82.4%). Of the 34 laboratories included in this analysis, 14 (41.2%) used established in-house databases, while 20 (58.8%) used either a single public database or a combination of different types of public databases in their routine work ( Figure 1A ), including NCCN, My Cancer Genome, ClinVar, the Food and Drug Administration (FDA), the China Food and Drug Administration (CFDA), COSMIC, Personalized Cancer Therapy, ClinicalTrials.gov, and PubMed ( Figure 1B ). NCCN (version 1.2017), a professional guideline, was the most widely used public resource among laboratories (15/34, 44.1%). In public cancerspecific databases, My Cancer Genome (23.5%, 8/34) was the most frequently used, followed by ClinVar (20.6%, 7/34). The FDA and the CFDA, were the authorized institutions for recommending drugs towards personalized cancer therapy, which were used as reference by five laboratories (25.0%) ( Figure  1B ). Among the 20 laboratories that used public databases, 14 (70.0%) combined at least two public databases as their resource. The most common combination was of NCCN and My Cancer Genome, which was used by five laboratories (25.0%) ( Figure  1A ). In addition, PubMed was used as a literature database by 11 (32.4%, 11/34) laboratories. For the in-house databases used by 14 laboratories, in our study, combinations of some public databases and the detailed information for each in-house database were not provided by the laboratories.
Consistency in Somatic Variant Classifications across 34 Laboratories
We compared the variant classifications submitted by each laboratory; no statistical difference was observed between the classifications using public and in-house databases for each variant (Figure 2 The classification for ERBB2 c.2326delGinsTTAT (p.Gly776delinsLeuCys) was greatly discordant across the laboratories, with three different interprettations, including 18 of strong clinical significance (53.0%), 13 of potential clinical significance (38.2%), and three of unknown significance (8.8%). The laboratories using combined public databases reported five tier II (25.0%) and two tier III (10.0%) classifications for ERBB2 c.2326delGinsTTAT (p.Gly776delinsLeuCys). Although the laboratories also presented three kinds of classifications for KRAS c.145G>A (p.Glu49Lys), most (94.2%) assessed it as a variant with unknown significance.
Classification of Somatic Variants Based on Each Database
We then compared the categorization of each mutation with the AMP-ASCO-CAP somatic variant classification criteria based on the evidence from each public database (Table 1) . These databases were last accessed on April 30, 2017. EML4 exon 13-ALK exon 20 and EGFR c.2235_2249delGGAATTAAGAGAAGC (p.Glu746_Ala750del) held definitely strong clinical significance and were classified into tier I consistently by the six databases, despite different levels of evidence. FDA, NCCN, and Personalized Cancer Therapy databases provided evidence of level A, ranking matched therapies by evidence of clinical benefits. My Cancer Genome, ClinVar, and COSMIC did not incorporate clinical practice guideline recommendations or rank the relevant targeted agents by the regulatory approval status [17] . My Cancer Genome links variants to specific targeted therapies after an expert review, COSMIC is curated by groups of experts and lists relevant information from the literature, and ClinVar interprets the variants as pathogenic or benign and appropriately ranks a few related drugs. We regarded the information from the three databases as well-powered studies with expert consensus and thus listed the evidence into level B.
The variants EGFR c.2155G>T (p. Gly719Cys) and EGFR c.2303G>T (p.Ser768Ile) are common activating mutations, thought to be associated with the sensitivity to EGFR tyrosine kinase inhibitors (TKIs), as suggested by NCCN. Undoubtedly, NCCN provided level A evidence, whereas My Cancer Genome, ClinVar, and COSMIC provided level B evidence and categorized both variants into tier I. Personalized Cancer Therapy presented EGFR c.2303G>T (p.Ser768Ile) as an actionable functional alteration; however, the therapeutic significance was conflicting, based on clinical studies. Thus, the evidence from this database was listed into level C (tier II). Patients with NSCLC and ERBB2 exon 20 insertion have been demonstrated to be sensitive to trastuzumab and afatinib therapies, but show no confirmed response to other ERBB2-targeted drugs [18] . NCCN recommended trastuzumab and afatinib for patients with NSCLC and ERBB2 mutations. Personalized Cancer Therapy presented evidence as level D for ERBB2 c.2326delGinsTTAT (p.Gly776delinsLeuCys). My Cancer Genome provided interpretations for ERBB2 exon 20 insertions without the designation for a specific variant, which presented the evidence of preclinical studies or case reports (level C) and categorized the variants into tier II. ClinVar interpreted the variant as likely pathogenic, representing the evidence as level D, which would classify the ERBB2 variant into tier II. COSMIC incorporated the ERBB2 variant and listed in one study (tier III) [13] .
Although KRAS mutations are also mentioned in NCCN, their clinical significances are unclear. KRAS c.145G>A (p.Glu49Lys) could not be found in any of the databases, except COSMIC, and therefore, it is functionally unknown. COSMIC only demonstrated a somatic variant, which classified the variant into tier III.
Reassessment of Variants with Conflicting Interpretations
For the four variants with conflicting interpretations, the submitted interpretations of each laboratory was compared to that from our reassessment with the AMP-ASCO-CAP criteria using the same public database combination (Table S4- 
Consistency in Therapeutic Drug Recommendations across 34 Laboratories
The recommendations for therapeutic drugs could be divided into three categories according to the different levels of evidence: (1) drugs approved by the FDA or CFDA in selected tumor types (companion diagnostic), (2) drugs described in guidelines, and (3) drugs with predictive associations based on the results from preclinical studies, clinical trials, case reports, and drugs currently being investigated in clinical trials.
The laboratories recommended the FDAapproved drugs with corresponding indications (the same variant and tumor type) concordantly, which is considered to be "standard of care." All the laboratories recommended the FDA-approved drugs for ALK fusion and an EGFR deletion in exon 19. Notably, icotinib, approved by the CFDA in China, was recommended by more than 50% of the laboratories for all the three EGFR mutations. Brigatinib, recently examined by the FDA for patients with NSCLC and ALK fusion (approved on April 10, 2017, after our study) was provided as the therapeutic choice by 28.0% (7/25) of the laboratories.
The therapeutic drugs afatinib, gefitinib, and erlotinib were recommended consistently for G719X and S768I by 91.2% (31/34) and 85.3% (29/34) of the laboratories, respectively. Trastuzumab and afatinib were suggested simultaneously for the ERBB2 mutation by 79.4% (27/34) of the laboratories as per the NCCN guideline for NSCLC. In total, 32.4% (11/34) of the laboratories did not follow the guideline (Table S2-7) . We noticed that, 11.1% (2/18) of the laboratories that classified the ERBB2 mutation as tier I, 23.4% (3/13) that regarded the ERBB2 mutation as tier II, and all the three laboratories that classified ERBB2 mutations as tier III, missed at least one of the two drugs.
Some drugs, confirmed to be efficacious based on evidence from clinical studies were recommended by partial laboratories (Figure 3 ). Detailed information in this regard is listed in Table S2-5, and  Table S7 . For example, dacomitinib was demonstrated to be sensitive to a subgroup of EGFR exon 19 deletions in a clinical trial (phase II) in My Cancer Genome and Personalized Cancer Therapy [19] . Laboratory 80 recommended drugs being assessed in clinical trials, such as AZD3759 and ensartinib, and stated the availability of trials in clinical reports.
In addition, databases with different levels of evidence may give diverse therapeutic drug recommendations (Table 2 ). For example, afatinib, gefitinib and erlotinib were recommended by the FDA and NCCN for EGFR c.2235_2249del GGAATTAAGAGA AGC (p.Glu746_Ala750del). My Cancer Genome and Personalized Cancer Therapy not only covered these therapeutic treatments, but referred to osimertinib, daconitinib and rociletinib for this variant; AZD3759 was also mentioned in ClinicalTrials.gov (Table 2) .
Consistency in the Interpretation across the 33 Laboratories with Incorrect Variant Results
The five variants of EGFR deletion in exon 19, ALK fusion, EGFR G719X, EGFR S768I, and ERBB2 G776LC were classified as variants of strong clinical significance by only 57.6%, 82.4%, 84.9%, 72.7%, and 9.1% of the laboratories, respectively, which are much less than those in the group of 34 laboratories with correct variant results (Table S8-9). Of the 91 false-positive results reported in the three cases, 53.8% (49/91) were interpreted as tier III or tier IV, and no therapeutic recommendation was provided by the laboratories (Table S10) , and 40.7% (37/91) were not interpreted at all.
Discussion
For any practicing oncologist, the current challenge is not to identify genomic alterations, but rather how to best utilize the emerging information to select the optimally approved or investigational therapy in multiplex tumor genomic testing. Thus, we suggest that the laboratories should interpret the variants from two aspects, including clinical validity and clinical actionability for somatic variants in tumor-profiling NGS tests [20] . The recommended therapeutic drugs for each mutation were compared between the two groups of laboratories using public databases and in-house databases via the Fisher's exact probability test. No statistical differences were observed between the therapeutic drugs recommended by the two groups of laboratories using public and in-house databases for each mutation. *P values were 0.645, 0.493, 0.370, 0.559, and 0.645 for EGFR c.2235_2249delGGAATTAA GAGAAGC (p.Glu746_Ala750 del), EML4 exon 13-ALK exon 20, EGFR c.2155G>T (p.Gly719Cys), EGFR c.2303G>T (p.Ser768Ile), KRAS c.145G>A(p.Glu49Lys), and ERBB2 c.2326delGinsTTAT (p.Gly776delinsLeuCys), respectively. First, the laboratories should provide exactly the same interpretation and therapeutic recommendation for the variants, with definitive evidence. For targeted therapy, clinical validity refers to a test where a somatic variant predicts the relations of response or resistance to a targeted drug. FDA/CFDA-approved therapies and professional guidelines provide the most accurate evidence to prove the clinical validity [21] . Therefore, these variants should be classified as variants of strong clinical significance. Results providing incorrect interpretation for clinical validity of the variants and missing the targeted therapy from companion diagnostics and professional guidelines would be a wrong approach. In our study, all the five variants (type 1 and type 2) are biomarkers with strong clinical significance. The laboratories presented concordant classifications for type 1 variants. The categorization of ERBB2 mutation was the most controversial among the laboratory reports. Of the 34 ERBB2 c.2326delGinsTTAT (p.Gly776delinsLeuCys) reports, 13 (38.2%) claimed the variant to be of potential clinical significance, and three (8.8%) claimed it to be of unknown significance. EGFR c.2155G>T (p.Gly719Cys) and EGFR c.2303G>T (p.Ser768Ile) were also interpreted differently. Of note, one laboratory reported KRAS c.145G>A (p.Glu49Lys) as a variant with strong clinical significance. Major conflicts may occur due to two reasons. First, some laboratories did not include FDA, CFDA, and professional guidelines when interpreting the variants. Second, differences in understanding of the same level of evidence may also have led to conflicting classifications. Forty percent (8/20) of our classifications, according to each combination, disagreed with the results from the laboratories. For ERBB2 c.2326delGinsTTAT (p.Gly776delinsLeuCys), the laboratories using NCCN should have interpret the variant as tier I theoretically; however, only 60.0% (9/15) of these laboratories regarded the mutation as a variant of strong clinical significance. We speculated that these laboratories reported conflicting interpretations of the ERBB2 mutation due to different considerations of NCCN. Similarly, for KRAS c.145G>A (p.Glu49Lys), no clinical evidence for the clinical implication of this variant has been shown in previous studies or databases. The laboratory might present wrong interpretations of tier I, according to the significance of KRAS, instead of the variant. Since levels of evidence may vary between specific variants of the same gene, decisions regarding individual patients should be based on the variant instead of the gene [22] . In the Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) project, the somatic cancer variants were annotated in four different layers, including tumor types, genes, variants, and drugs [23] . We suggest that laboratories annotate the variants based on variant and tumor type when using consensus and variant interpretive databases (Figure 4 ). Although the 33 laboratories with incorrect variant results presented similar discordance in their variant interpretation, these laboratories provided less correct variant classification results owing to the poor testing results, which further emphasizes the importance to improve their accuracy in laboratories for variant detection by NGS. Second, the laboratories should provide the comprehensive and correct interpretation and therapeutic recommendation, based on correct evidence for the variants with only limited evidence at present. The off-label use of an FDA/CFDAapproved drug, large multicenter studies, clinical trials, small clinical studies, and case reports provides different levels of evidence to suggest possible clinical actionability [20, 24] . It would not be wrong for laboratories to only review the evidence in FDA/CFDA-approved therapies and professional guidelines, and neglect other information. However, in this approach, patients might miss the opportunity of further investigational agents. In our study, we showed that laboratories may use various combinations of public databases or in-house databases, which might be created from multiple sources by linking public variant knowledge databases. Different types of public databases may result in conflicting variant classification results, with different levels of evidences, each type of database providing limited and different information depending on their database characteristics. For example, ERBB2 mutation was mentioned in NCCN guideline and was classified as tier I with a level 2A evidence, whereas the evidence presented by My Cancer Genome, Personalized Cancer Therapy, and ClinVar categorized it into tier II, and COSMIC categorized it into tier III. Therefore, we suggest that the combination of databases should contain at least four layers of resources ( Figure 4 ): (1) FDA, CFDA, and professional guidelines; (2) variant interpretive databases and PubMed implementing evidence-based expert consensus for curating genes and variants, which summarizes varying levels of evidence from well-powered studies, clinical trials, small studies, and case reports; (3) variant catalogs covering the rare variants of variant interpretive databases; and (4) databases containing information on on-going clinical trials.
Compared to previous targeted therapeutics for the three clinical cases reported, the choices of drugs has increased greatly owing to the rapid development of new drugs and clinical studies. Multiple drug recommendations by various laboratories varied, probably due to four reasons. First, the laboratories classifying the variant as low tier may recommend fewer targeted drugs than those giving high-tier evaluations for that variant. For example, the three laboratories classifying ERBB2 mutations as variants of unknown significance did not suggest any drug for the patient. It is not acceptable for the results to miss the targeted therapy supported by companion diagnostics and professional guidelines. Second, different therapeutic drugs may be recommended for the variants, depending on the databases used ( Table  2 ). All the targeted therapy recommendations based on correct evidence are preferable, but the laboratories should adequately illustrate the level and source of evidence when recommending the targeted therapy, since this information would be used for decision-making in the clinical context. Third, some laboratories only reported the drugs with strong evidence, instead of all the drugs in the databases, for clinical decisions. For example, four laboratories using a combination of the NCCN and My Cancer Genome databases only reported the four TKI inhibitors for EGFR G719C, as described in the NCCN or CFDA indicators, whereas neratinib is also recommended by My Cancer Genome. The approach of the four laboratories did not provide enough information about investigational therapy to physicians. Fourth, some laboratories recommended drugs with no confirmed evidence from their database used. For example, two laboratories (lab 72 and lab 86) recommending pertuzumab, lapatinib, and trastuzumab emtansine, used ClinVar, which did not address the clinical implications. Four laboratories (lab 20, lab 30, lab 35, and lab 37) using NCCN, recommended osimertinib, a third-generation TKI for EGFR G719C and S768I mutations. Osimertinib was approved by the FDA for patients with NSCLC that were positive for T790M (Table 2) . However, NCCN (version 1.2017) did not recommend osimertinib as a therapeutic option for EGFR G719C and S768I mutations. It is undesirable for laboratories to provide targeted therapy without any source of evidence. We will also emphasize on the rapid progress of targeted therapies, since osimertinib was recently reported to have satisfactory efficacy in the first-line treatment of EGFR mutation-positive advanced NSCLC and has been included in NCCN (version 3. 2018) as the recommendation drug for first-line therapy of patients with NSCLC and sensitizing EGFR mutations [25, 26] . However, prior to our study, no consensus evidence was shown regarding the efficacy of osimertinib against other EGFR mutations, except T790M. Similarly, trastuzumab emtansine has been recommended by NCCN (version 3. 2018), based on the results from clinical trial NCT02675829, which showed trastuzumab emtansine treatment to be more effective than previous therapies [27] . Therefore, it is essential for laboratories to provide interpretation based on updated evidence.
According to the limitations highlighted in the interpretation of clinical laboratories, we summarized a pipeline for variant interpretation (Figure 4) , which might be helpful to solve the challenges in variant classification and drug recommendation. Compared to the previously established interpretation pipelines [28] , our variant interpretation pipeline provided the corresponding databases with different levels of clinical evidence to interpret variant classification in AMP-ASCO-CAP guideline, and became a clearly and visualized algorithm to bring more possibilities to realize the consistency in variant interpretation. It was worth noticing that databases included in our pipeline represented all types of databases, rather than limit to those exemplified databases that submitted by participating laboratories. Our study merely uncovered the principle types of databases that should be included in the variant interpretation process and did not determine the specific databases. A major limitation of this study is the small number of variants included. The results might be more representative, if the variability in interpretation could be collected from more cancer variants, associated with insufficient evidence, to lead to a clear consensus. However, for the six variants included in this study, many targeted therapies are also based on insufficient evidence, since the number of available targeted therapeutic agents approved by the FDA/CFDA and recommended by professional guidelines is very small. In our practice of precision medicine, the problem of insufficient evidence exists in the classification of the variants, as well as the recommendation of targeted therapies.
It should be emphasized here, that the variant interpretation of laboratories is different from the treatment recommendation offered by physicians, which is made in clinical settings. The physicians will make decisions according to clinical symptoms, complications, therapy history, affordability, and clinical report from laboratories. It is not easy for oncologists to track all the literature about the relevance of targeted therapies with variants, due to the rapid progress in precision oncology. Therefore, accurate reports by laboratories, translated from genomic data, are extremely helpful for oncologists to select an optimal therapy for the benefit of the patients.
In conclusion, multiplex tumor genetic testing depends not only on precise variant detection based on massively parallel sequencing, but also on the accurate interpretation of variants. Inconsistent variant interpretation occurs frequently due to numerous reasons. Our study emphasized the importance of making a comprehensive and detailed variant interpretation pipeline to standardize variant classification and recommend therapeutic drugs to minimize inappropriate therapeutic options. 
